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Business is challenging. Improving effectiveness across your business to grow sales is
tricky. Systems are complex and silos form barriers that weaken responsiveness. Data
growth increases cyber risk and makes it hard to get the right information to where it is
needed. Uncertainty produces indecision that reduces ability to optimize practices.
Do these situations sound familiar?
• People meet and agree to action, but then get nothing done. Team meetings are often a
waste of time and people are constantly checking phones.
• Efforts tends to break down and too much time is spent putting out fires. Need to maintain
outdated systems holds back implementing mobile and cloud-based applications.
• Dysfunction results in bad behaviors. Innovation is inhibited. Attracting and retaining talent
is difficult. Knowledge workers feel their work is not meaningful.
• Milestones are unmet and deliverables are late because activities are not tracked. Strategy
execution is unstable. People are not happy.

All of these symptoms connect to underlying problems that erode business. People are the
solution, but their needs and interests vary. How do you energize, focus and empower your
people to solve problems? Do you measure activity-to-value? Do your solutions give you the
best results? If you need answers, it’s time to rethink your approach.
GEM Analytics provides a solid foundation. You gain the activity-to-value edge to succeed.
Mission-critical tasks empower big picture solutions. We call it A2VMx™. Leverage your big
data with advanced models and machine learning algorithms to transform your business with
AI. Use A2VMx™ to evolve business processes with AI Algorithms and Machine Learning.
A2VMx™ delivers the predictive insight you need to harmonize value creation. Know where
to focus resources and efforts. Designing and executing strategies becomes easier. Solution
roadmaps and ROI-based action plans target your best opportunities. Strengthen your
business with A2VMx™ and GEM Analytics.

Get in touch to learn more at inquiry@gemanalytics or call 603-294-4171
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